
 

  
 

 

Exchange Notice, July 25, 2008 
 
Release 46/08 
 

The new numbers of shares in HEXTECH index 
The unlimited* numbers of shares in the new HEXTech index basket, which will become effective on 
August 1, 2008 are as follows: 
 
  NUMBER OF SHARES  FREE FLOAT COEFFICIENT  

  

ELCOTEQ OYJ ELQAV 22 025 919  92,762776 %  

ELISA OYJ ELI1V 166 307 586  89,594113 % CHANGED

F-SECURE OYJ FSC1V 155 202 838 CHANGED 59,647184 %  

NOKIA OYJ NOK1V 3 800 415 410 CHANGED 100,000000 %  

PKC GROUP OYJ PKC1V 17 781 522  91,114355 %  

TEKLA OYJ TLA1V 22 586 200  61,941274 %  

TELIASONERA AB TLS1V 850 325 872 CHANGED 100,000000 %  

TIETOENATOR OYJ TIE1V 72 023 173  100,000000 %  

VACON OYJ VAC1V 15 295 000  84,975508 %  

VAISALA CORPORATION VAIAS 14 811 479 CHANGED 52,509000 %  

 
 
The free float coefficient will be calculated as follows: 100% – (minus) shares as % of total excluded 
from the index. The free float corrected market value of a stock class will be calculated as follows: the 
price of the share x the number of shares x the free float coefficient. [Index description of HEXTech 
stock index] 
 
When defining the amount of index shares, the calculations are based on the shares on Finnish securities 
accounts. Ownership information for foreign index constituents is not available; therefore the free float 
factor for these stocks is always 100%. 
 
The weight-limited number of shares will be determined so that in the opening index on August 1, 2008 
the total weight of the share series of any single company will be no more than 20 per cent. At the 
closing stock prices of July 24, 2008 this would mean that Nokia Oyj's number of shares in index would 
be ca. 72 million, TeliaSonera AB's number of shares in index would be ca. 274 million, and Elisa Oyj's 
number of shares in index would be ca. 94 million. The closing stock prices of July 24, 2008 indicate 
that no other weight-restrictions are required. 
 
 
* The number of shares before free float adjustment and capping. 
 
 



 

  

For further information concerning this exchange notice please contact Mårten Eriksson or 
William Raihle, telephone + 46 8 405 60 00. 
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